Tuning Guide To The C&C 27 MkV
This tuning guide is formed from scanned images of a dealer bulletin put out by
C&C in 1985 giving guidelines for racing the new Mark V model. They did
extensive on the water testing with the prototype boat, Smoke, and gave the
included advice.
Much of what is in here should be treated as a starting point for exploring tuning
for your own needs, rather than as a hard-and-fast target to be hit. For instance,
according to my sailmaker, Greg Bratkiw at Quantum, who has raced on Mark
Vs extensively, these results apply to boats with lots of crew on board (4-5
experienced sailors) and which can be retuned (e.g., mast rake changed to suit
the wind conditions) at a moment's notice. They might not be as relevant to a
boat with roller furling that is usually single handed, such as mine. In particular,
I find that the recommended 18" of mast rake would result in uncontrollable
weather helm in any condition other than light air, unless there were lots of beefy
guys on the rail. At 12" of mast rake my boat is great in light air but needs to drag
the rudder sideways in very heavy air. At 6" of mast rake, it has slight lee helm in
light air and is manageable in heavy air. What is ideal? Depends on your tastes
and skill as a helmsman.
Pages 4 to 6 contain the C&C 27 MkV Speedpac data. The data table on page 5
and the graphic polar diagrams on page 6 give essentially the same information
in different forms. These may be a little difficult to understand at first, but a few
minutes analysing them makes the data comprehensible and very interesting.
There are good lessons contained about helming the boat both upwind and
downwind. Optimum VMG angles are not what most people would steer
intuitively. I just wish they had published a diagram for white sail downwind
performance. But the spinnaker data is useful – under jib and main I would just
add "more so" to the off wind optimum sailing angles.
Bob England

